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Abstract
A•. three..dimensionalmodelfofSelectiye··•• Laser Sinteringis .derlyed based on the
basic.model.structure:.ioptical..thertlJ,a.I"rheological submodels..• • Combining these
sup;ql0dels, athr~"dimensi()nal simulation is developed which is an extension of a
previouslydevelopedone..dimensionalmodel.This model can be used to calculate
importantprocesspropertiestbateffectthequality ofsinteringsuch as sintering
depth, thermal stress, and edge definition. Keywords: model, sintering.

Introduction
Selective LaserSintering is a newly developed manufacturing technique which uses
a laseI'tosinterl11aterialpowd~rselectivelytoproduce three dimensional mechanical parts.
Thephysicalprocess associated withthisiprocessincludes:.laser absorption, heat transfer,
and sintering of powder.• A.nintegrate4model describing these behaviors has been
proposed by the author [I], this modelconsists ofan optical submodel,.a thermal submodel
and a sinteringsubmodel.A. one dimensionalsimulation program has been previously
developed. A comparison between the computer simulated sintering depth and the.real
sintering depth.shows that thismodel·successfu]ly.describes the laser sintering behavior.
Further refinel11ent ofthismodelispresentedin this paper. Detailtheory of each of the
submodels is discussed. All the submodels will be supported by theory and partially tested
byexpenments. A.three..dimensional simulation program based on the refined model is
implemented. Output ofthisprogra.1tlwill provide useful. information on•• the sintering
behavior such as thetemperatureidistribution or the relative densitY·distribution in the three
dimensional powder bed.• This information could· be used to. calculate other important
properties that affect the sinteringqualities such as the sintering depth, edge definition or
the thermal stress field in the powder bed.
Schematic illustration of the Selective Laser Sintering process is shown in fig. I.

Qt: Laser .....rgy abllol'bed by the powder
Q2: Heat conduetfild to t~ powder bed

03: Heat lost by conveclion and tadialion

Figure 1. The Selective Laser Sintering process
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II. Optical Submodel
Consider a laser light of intensity 10 shining on the surfac.e. ofa powder bed which
can be treated as. a semi-transparant absorbing medium, the intensity distribution of the
penetratedlightwithin the powder bed is
I(z)

=(I-R) 1

0

exp(-f3z)

(1)

Important optical properties include surface reflectivity R and extinction coefficient f3, these
properties .are functions. of refraction index of the material at a laser wavelength and
geometry ofthe powder. bed.
Su.rfacereflectivity for light traveling .• from a non-absorbing medium (refraction
index nt) into an absorbing one (complex refraction index n2=n2'+n2"i) with an incident
angle episgiven in [2] as
1/2 1 M + p2 x2 - x(M+y2)[2(M+L)] 1/2
--------x...-.I2......:(:..-M-+-L..;..;)]--1-/2 + 2 M + p2 x2 _ X(M+y2)[2(M+L)]1/2 (2)
where x = cos <1>, y = sin <1>, M2 = L2 + 2(1l'1l")2, P = 1l'2 + 1l"2, L = 1l'2 -1l"2 - y2, Il' =
n2'/fih artdJl" n2"/n l. Shown in figure 2 is the spectral absorptivity (I--R(ep» for
np:l(air) andn:z=1.5+n2"i withn2" ranging from 0 to 10.
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Figure 1. The spectral absorptivity of material n2=1.5+n2"i

If the geometry of the powder bed is known, the incident angle <I> of parallel light
beams with respect to the local surface normal can be described as a function of position,
and the overall effective surface absorptivity can integrated. The calculated effective su.rface
absorption for a single sphere, a cubic pack bed and a close pack bed of material with
refraction index n2=1.5+n2"i is shown in figure 3. In the calculation, the beam entering the
pore between particles is assumed trapped in the pore, therefore the absorptivity of that area

is 1.0.
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Figure 3. The effective <surface absorptivity of some powder bOOS
(i

The second optical property. in.~uation (1) is the extinction coefficient /3. Due to
geomemc>complexityof a powder bed structure, it is very difficultto come up with an
exactformula for//3.However,it is not difficult to imagine that the extinction distance 1//3
for abighly opaque material will be of the same order of magnitude as the particle size,
because.the decay of light intensity within a powder bed is mainly due to the blocking of
light by the •particles.
The optical submodelis.constructedby measuring the refractive index n2', n2" of
the material, assuming a powder bed geometry to calculate R, and by assuming that 1//3 =
particle size. An optical experiment to measure R and /3 such as an integrating sphere
technique· is needed to test this model [3-4].

Ill. Thermal Submodel
The heat transfer behavior in the powder bed can be described by the conduction
equation:

aT

pC at =V(k VT )+ g(x,y,z,t)

(3)

wherep,C, k are the apparent density, specific heat and thermal conductivity of the
powderbed, andg(x,y,z,t) is aintemal heat source function due to the penetrating laser
light. For amoving Gaussian beam whose intensity decays as described in ~.(1), the heat
source function is:
g(x,y,z,t) = (1-R)f3/o exp [ -

(x-v t)2+(y-v t)2
]
x w
Y
-f3z
2
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(4)

where VI. and Vy are the beam velocity in the x and y direction, W is the radius of the
Gaussian beam.
The conduction equation (3) is subject to two boundary ponditions:
(I) At the top surface ofthe powder, heat islost due to convection and radiation:
(5)

where h is the convection coefficient, Ta is the air temperature, e is the surface emissivity of
the powder bed, Te.is the surface temperature of the environment enclosing the powder
bed. (2). At the bottom of the powder bed (infinite depth)~ no heat is lost.
- k

dT

dZ Iz:=oo =0

(6)

In contrast to the conduction problem of a solid material, the thermal conductivity of
a powder bed can vary from position to position depending on thelocal temperature as well
as the condition ofcontactbetweenParticlesandthelocalporosity.Ya~iand Kunni[5] have
fonnulated a model for effective conductivity of.a packed bed considering the conduction,
convection.and radiation effect within a powder bed, •their result is

ke =_:.....-:::...--

(7)

1+c(>kJkg

where ks conductivity of the. solid materiat, kg is the. conductivity of air, P is the solid
fraction, andc(>isan empirical coefficient =: O.02xI02(o.7-p).
An emPirical modelhas also been developed by Xue[6] especially for the Selective
Laser Sintering powder as
_I .
)
-" O.09ks-o·OI6

pks

-~k:--~----s

_

1

(8)

kg(l-p )0.75
Using one of these models, temperature. field in the powder bed can then be solve
by integrating equation (3) using a numerical method.

IV. Sintering Submodel
A model describing sintering behavior of viscous porous structure has been derived
by Scherer[7-9]. Although it was found that this model does not exactly explain behavior
of Selective Laser Sintering, it provides a good example of derivation of a sintering model.
Based on a cubic pack powder bed geometry and by introducing a factor: fraction of
sintering ~~ One author[Sun] has developed a model for a sintering powder bed[IO] with
sintering rate equations
TC"'{a .• {
[
1 J
x=---.·r-(I-~)x+ x-(~+-)r
3
z

6'TlbX

3
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2 2
9(x
• -r )}

18rx-12r2 .

(9)

where ads the original radius of the power particle, x and r are geometry of a cubic pack
structure that satisfy
(10)

Relative density of a powder bed is
(11)

and bulk: viscosity ofapc>rouspc>wder bed iSigiven by [11]
(12)

'l1b = 3(1.. p)

For an am.orphousmaterial such as most polymers, viscosity 'l1 is a function of
temperature in Arrhenius form
(13)

where.&E is the activation energy of the material.
By knowing the temperature at a position in the powder bed, the local viscosity and
sintering rate can be calculated. Density change can be calculated from the sintering rate
equation (9).

v.

TheCOIQPuter Simulation

Cornbiningthe .three subtnc>dels • discussed•• above,•• a three..dimensional<cornputer
sirnula.tiollprograrn·has.been•.develoJ)ed..1bis•• pro~.use • sevet"al•• three.·.ditnellsional•• arrays
torec~ ..dtbe.tet)l~l'ature,l'ela~vedensitY·andthertnalpropertiesof.the . •givenpowder·bed.
The inter..relationsmp.·.betweenproperties·.are described by.fipite ·difference.equation ·derived
from equations (1) to (13). Input variablestc> this program are:
1. Dimensions ofthe\powderbed,•• nUII1bers.ofgrid·points•. in.three·dit'ections, time
step·andtirne to record the data. Directionandpositiollofrecorded data •array.
2. Thelaser properties: laser intensity 10 , Gaussian beam e radius w, beam velocity

vx, v y , and inititi1.position(xo,Yo).
3. Optical properties:>refraction index n2' and n2", packing geometry, particle size
2a, extinctiC>ll.c6efficient~.

and radiation conditions h, e, Ta, Te, and
the.initial powder bed temperature To.
5. Rheologicalp:rc>pertiesJ.1o, .&E, surface tension 'Y.
4.Therrnalproperties:ks,k~,convection

A.n eXatnple of simulation output: the temperature and relative density distribution are
shown in figures 4 and 5.
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V. Analysis of the Simulation
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Figure 6. Theirelation between.sintering depth at beam center and laser power intensity
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Figure 7. The relation between sinterlng depth at beam center and laser scanning speed

Other than sintering depth, simulation results can also provide the information about
the sintering quality such as: absolute density value in the sintered region. The distribution
of sintered density near the sintered boundary indicate the edge definition. The temperature
distribution within the powder bed tells us how uneven the temperature in the bed is which
can cause a thermal stress problem.
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VI. Summary
A three-dimensional model for Selective Laser Sintering is derived based on the
basic modelstructure: optical-thermal-rheological submodels. Combining these submodels,
a three-dimensional simulation programis developed. With material properties and the laser
control parameters as inputs, temperature .a.nddensity distribution of a powder bed can be
calculated. These data can>provide usefulinf0rmation aboutthe sinteringproperties such as
the sintering depth or the pan definition. A simplified relation between sintering depth and
laser controlparameters will be important in sinteringprocess control, which can be
derivedfromtlie extensive. simulation results. Future goal of this work is to explore more
experimental data on properties of material to support each submodelsuch as optical
property test, adjust the integrated•model for experimental consistency, and build relation
between sinteringdepth and the laser control parameters.
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